WordPress Cheat Sheet
This ‘cheat sheet’ assumes you have already created a blog on wordpress.com and have it set up and
working. From there we look at how to go about creating, editing, and publishing blog posts (like diary
entries), with or without photos. What is described here is as seen in a web browser (Safari) on a computer.
The WordPress app (available for computer, phone, and tablet) is very similar and allows the same activity.
The blog we are working with is at https://thetrip22.wordpress.com and to a typical viewer its ‘home’ page
currently looks like the left hand image below. Clicking on the ‘here’ link opens the blog page with posts
listed from most recent to oldest as in the right hand image. It is possible to set the home page to be the
blog page if clicking on ‘here’ seems too much bother for readers.

The home page looks the same to the blog owner if they are NOT logged in but looks a little different if they
are logged in as in the left hand image below. To work on the content of the blog you need to be logged in.
If you are not already logged in then the simplest way to get there is via https://wordpress.com which looks
like the right hand image below. If you are already logged in (left image) click on the ‘My Site’ link at top left
to arrive at ‘My Home’ as you would when logging in via wordpress.com.

To login, click on the ‘Log In’ link near the top right corner and then enter username and password. That
brings up the page shown in the right hand image which is ‘My Home’ for managing the site.
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The list of ‘Quick links’ on the ‘My Home’ includes an option to ‘Write a blog post’. You might want to use it
but the other links there can generally be left alone. Instead, work from the long black menu at left. It looks
the same in a web browser or in the WordPress app. ‘Edit site’ allows changes to the overall look and feel
of the site. There are lots of options but they can be tricky to work with.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

My Home returns to the entry page.
Stats shows more details about visitors to the site.
Upgrades can be ignored unless you want to buy extra facilities.
Inbox is for dealing with email if you have a WordPress paid plan. It can be ignored.
Posts is key for dealing with the blog content by creating, editing, and managing entries. See below.
Media is where you can manage images, video, and uploaded documents. See below.
Pages is for creating, editing, and managing static pages like the home page. You probably won’t
need it.
Comments is for dealing with reader responses like the one from Keith on the Day 1 post.
Comments can be controlled in Discussion under Settings. It’s set so the first comment from a
reader must be approved. After that the reader is automatically approved.
Appearance accesses different themes (overall look and feel) or adjustments to current look and
feel.

The other menu items can be safely ignored for now. Most important for now is Posts which lists posts that
are published, in draft (preparation – Day 4), scheduled (written and set to publish at a set time), or trashed
(tossed but not permanently deleted – a copy of Day 3) (left below). If there is a feature image it will be
shown and the ellipsis (…) gives access to a menu with extra functions. There is a button to ‘Add new post’
and clicking on a post in a list will open it for editing (right below).

Adding a new post or editing an existing one uses the same window. The toolbar across the top gives access
to tools you may want. The site icon (top left) opens a sidebar with a list of posts and a link back to My
Home. The ‘+’ enables a list of ‘blocks’ that can be inserted (see below). The pencil switches between
editing blocks and selecting them to drag them about. The arrows are for undo and redo. The ‘i’ brings up
statistics about the post. The ‘steps’ show ‘list view’ with a list of the blocks in the post other than the title.
At right there is a link to ‘Save draft’ which changes to ‘Saved’ if there are no new changes. ‘Preview’ opens
a page that shows the post as it will appear on the blog. ‘Publish’ moves the post from DRAFT and makes it
visible on the blog to any reader. The ‘gear wheel’ opens a panel with extra features (see below). The green
Jetpack icon can be ignored for now but it gives an option to publish your post to social media (Facebook).
The vertical ellipsis gives access to more tools that can be left for now.
The WordPress editor is now based on ‘blocks’. The ‘+’
in the toolbar gives access to 50 or more of them but
there are just a few you might want to use for now.
The blocks can also be accessed using the black box ‘+’
at bottom right of the post or by typing ‘/’ where that
is suggested. Those ways of accessing blocks give
shorter lists of common options. The basic block is a
paragraph where you type text.
The other blocks that you are most likely to use are ‘image’ and ‘gallery’ which provides for multiple images
that will be laid out in a grid and which changes to a ‘slide show’ of the images when an image is clicked.
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Both offer options to upload an image (or images for a gallery) or to select from images already in the
Media Library. The single image can also use a URL for an image already on the web.

The ‘gear’ opens a side panel with options for the whole post or an individual block when it is selected.
Visibility should normally be public but can be used to restrict access to a post.
Publish is normally immediate but can be set to publish on schedule sometime
in the future or to a date/time in the past to better reflect the activity described
in a post. A ‘sticky’ post will stay at the top of the blog page. Review can apply
only if there is another user/author to review the post. Author allows marking a
post as by an author set up via Users in My Home. Move to trash does at it
says. Permalink controls the URL for the page but can usually be left alone.
Categories can be useful for a more complex blog, perhaps with multiple trips.
Tags can also help to group posts. Featured image controls what image (if any)
is shown in the list of posts by allowing selection from the library. Excerpt is an
optional short summary to show in the list of posts. Discussion controls
whether comments are permitted.

The basic block is a paragraph of text. The options for
it include tweaking colour and typography.
Other types of blocks offer different options.
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